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Stephen Knowles                           

Heating & Plumbing Engineers 

Installation, service, repairs to gas heating appliances. 

Gas fitting & plumbing work also undertaken.   Natural/LPG gas. 

Stumblin’ Edge, Christon Bank 

Telephone 01665 576855  Mobile 07866 013977 

stevieknowles666@gmail.com    Gas Safe Reg. No. 232536 

T. DAWSON Ltd.     
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR 

Domestic, Commercial & Industrial, PAT Testing 
Inspection & Testing BS2391 

Renewable energy 
BS7671 – FREE ESTIMATES 

 
 

Tel: 01670 761921 Mob: 07955 911720  
  

Email trevor.dawson1207@btinternet.com 

 

THE VEG HUT 
Drythropple Cottage, Charlton Mires, NE66 2TJ 

(500 yards from the A1) 
 

Logs- Dumpy bag -  free local delivery or collect your own bag. 
Mobile log splitting service 

 
Fresh Home Grown Veg, Free Range Eggs 

Garden Machinery Service and Repairs 
Phone Jimmy on 07834 409422 (or leave a message - 01665 579286) 
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Editorial  
This is the 70th edition of the Whinstone Times. 
The first edition with its black and white cover of Saddle Rock came out in 
May 2009. The original editorial team was Mary Kibble, Jan Ainsley and Jan 
Applegarth who produced it with the help of a start-up grant from the 
Parish, since then it has gone from strength to strength. Shelagh Coxon has 
also been involved from the off, organising distribution and ‘What’s On’. 
Early editions included a “Da kidz” page, the idea of a group of local young 
people. We include their quiz from 2014. See how you get on! The editors 
would welcome hearing from any young people who would like to 
resurrect “Da kidz”.  
The cover picture taken by Helen Wood shows our footsteps heading into 
the unknown in these uncertain times. On that theme Tabitha has 
described in a vivid way for us in an article her experience of stepping up 
to the Duchess High School from Embleton Primary.  
We also interview John Adams, author of “Home, I Remember Forever”, a 
self-published novel based in our area.  John first  found us online on our 
community website www.embleton-northumberland.co.uk/publish.html 
Huge thanks to the readers who have sent donations since reading the last 
editorial and to Sheila Littlewood for her letter. 
We hope you enjoy this edition, and we continue to welcome ideas, articles 
and letters from our readers. To contact the Editors please e:mail: 
whinstone.times@gmail.com or telephone Jan Ainsley on 01665 576019. 
Please send items for ‘What’s On’ to Shelagh Coxon, tel. 01665 576791. 
The deadline for material for the next edition is Monday 7th December. 
The editors reserve the right to alter or reject material. The views 
expressed are solely those of the contributors. 

Whinstone Times Advertising Rates 
The cost per issue is £15 for a quarter page, £30 for a half page and £50 for 
a full page. A discount of 5% is applied for 3 editions and 10% for 6 editions. 
If you would like to place an advert, please contact us at the email address 
above. 

Creighton Hall 100 Club Winners                           October 
Marjorie Robinson  £40  No 11  
Milly Emmerson      £20  No 34 

about:blank
about:blank
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Letter to the Editor                                     Sheila Littlewood 
I always read the Whinstone Times with great interest and the last edition 
was no exception. In particular the item by William Sutherland resonated 
with me, and despite us being a cottage owner in Embleton, I agree with 
his observations entirely. The car parking and public toilets are issues that 
certainly need addressing urgently. 
 However, I hope it is fair to say, that not all cottage owners are quite so 
greedy, and when the request from the Parish Council for voluntary 
donations from holiday homeowners exempt from Council Tax was 
mentioned in the Sept/Oct edition of the Whinstone Times last year, we 
were more than happy to send the suggested amount of £50. In a later 
edition it seemed to me that the response had been disappointing. Is that 
why no such appeal has been made this year? We would be happy to 
contribute. 
Perhaps naively I have always thought that we contributed to the local 
economy by always employing local tradespeople whenever possible and 
patronizing the shop, golf club, garage, hotel, 100 Club, Church Bells Appeal 
etc., and of course the Whinstone Times.  We know from our visitors' book 
that many of our guests also use the facilities in Embleton and return year 
on year to do so. 
The Tourist Authority as suggested by Mr Sutherland sounds a good idea 
and I hope it materialises.  I am sure it will benefit the local communities in 
protecting their unique environments. 
Editor’s Note The Parish Council will again be asking for a voluntary 
contribution from exempt homeowners. (See pages 9 and 16) 

Dougie Hogg 
The editors are very sorry to have named Dougie Hogg in the contacts list 
in the last edition. We have since heard that, sadly, Dougie died in June. 
Dougie and his wife, Judith, lived in Embleton for more than 30 years. He 
played football for the Whinstone Rovers and was club treasurer for many 
years. He also was chairman of the snooker club and a past president of 
Dunstanburgh Castle Golf Course. In the days when Embleton produced an 
annual pantomime, it was Dougie who was responsible for the lighting. 
Once again, our apologies for any hurt caused especially to Judith and the 
family. 
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The Aspiring Author                                        John Adams                                                     
In this occasional series we try to find people with occupations or pastimes 
that link to this area of interest to our readers. In this issue we have been 
lucky to speak to John Adams the author of “Home, I Remember Forever “, 
a novel largely based in this area. 
Is this your first novel? 
Yes, this is my first literary project. 
Is writing your occupation? 
No, I spent thirty years working in windowless factories. 
Have you always wanted to be a writer? 
No, this project was a labour of love/gift for my partner who commented 
on how few novels there were based on Dunstanburgh Castle. 
What makes this book of such interest is your detailed knowledge of the 
area, hotels, the shops, the streets the beaches. How do you know the 
area so well? 
My partner had holidays in the area for over twenty years and introduced 
this wonderful location to me ten years ago and we have now retired here 
within the county. 
I particularly enjoyed the way you pictured the local wildlife whenever 
you could, is this another passion? 
I have always enjoyed the outdoors and I was part of a Natural History 
Group. I have walked from Wallsend to Arthur’s Seat in Edinburgh in stages. 
The coastline is magnificent.  
You bring to life our famous ruin of Dunstanburgh Castle. How did you 
research the history? 
Mainly through English Heritage, Google and a local group. 
The book title is unusual. Can you tell us how you chose it? 

My partner’s ring, which was made before I thought 
about the book, has the title inscribed inside in 
Northumberland dialect so this was the inspiration. The 
name itself is because she always felt at home there.   
 

We always hear how hard it is to be accepted as a writer, how did you go 
about trying to find a publisher? 
I found my publisher through the Writers and Artists yearbook. The edit 
was completed separately by a family friend. 
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Can you explain briefly how you self-publish without a sponsor? 
My edited word document was e-mailed to the publisher who appraised it, 
converted it to a kindle version and enabled a print on demand service. 
Costs were kept down as it was already edited and my nephew designed 
the cover. 
Without winning a competition or being one of the lucky few chosen by 
a Publisher how do you get your book known? 
Very difficult; it is a personal achievement rather than a money-making 
venture. In fact, my costs have not been recovered. I did print off some 
business cards and social media can help.  
It is a really good story, when did you get the idea?  
Whilst walking along the beach on holiday I was fascinated by Greymare 
Rock. I looked up at the castle and my imagination took over. 
Any plans for more books? 
Not at the moment. 
Finally, to Mabel, who we meet on the last page of your book. 

We miss her dearly and we sometimes take our two 
dogs to the location on the Holy Island where her 
ashes were scattered. 
 
 

Thank you once again John, and all the very best for the future. 
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Primary School to High School                               Tabitha                                
I know everyone says, “it’s not that scary” or “when you settle in, you’ll 
love it!!” but they’re not exactly lying. I know it can be scary going from a 
school with 40-100 people to a school with over a 1000 but you don’t really 
see many other years. You usually go in, meet your friends and then head 
straight to registration. The only time you see other years is at breaktimes 
and lunch. 
The Duchess’s High School (the school I am currently at) has changed its 
routine because of Covid. This means in every classroom there’s hand 
sanitiser and you use it on entry and exit of every classroom. You also must 

wear a mask in the corridors and 
can’t mix with other year groups. 
The playgrounds are separated 
into year groups. You also have 
class bubbles, so you are with 
your form class most of the time.  
Getting the bus can seem scary at 
first but there’s really nothing to 
worry about. Just follow someone 

you know. The tricky part is catching your bus at the end of the day. I would 
recommend recognising someone on your bus and to find/follow them if 
you’re lost. On my second day I missed my bus but as long as a parent or 
guardian can pick you up you’re okay. Make sure you know where you get 
your bus, and who you’re getting it with. 
The school lunches are pretty good (coming from the fussiest person ever). 
You usually have 2 choices or more for lunch. It’s obviously different with 
Covid. You can have pasta with whatever the main meal is that day. And 
hey if you don’t like it you can get a cookie instead. 
Trust me when I tell you, most new kids at High School are as scared as you 
are. I would recommend hanging about with your old friends from Primary 
or your friend’s friends. Within 1 week everyone will be much more 
comfortable, and you can make a lot more friends. 
Homework can seem hard or difficult to keep up with, but it is really not. 
At most it can take 2 hours if you’re doing your projects as well but usually 
30 mins. Just keep up with it as you don’t want to be left behind. 
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Farming News October                           Lucia Bridgeman                                         
Since our last farming 
news we have been 
working through the 
busiest time of the year, 
with the harvest and 
also sowing autumn 
crops. The driest 
September has been 
sandwiched between 

an incredibly wet August and early wet October, which makes land work 
very tricky.  We are experimenting with some new farming techniques this 
year, such as growing ‘cover crops.” In the spring we will be sowing spring 
beans in the fields between Embleton and Christon Bank. But ahead of that, 
in two fields, we have sown a cover crop. This is a mixture of plants, in our 
case, mustard, buck wheat, vetch and spelt, which will be good for the soil 
in winter, improving its structure and preventing soil erosion. We will then 
sow the beans into the cover crops in the spring. We have also been 
trialling a new drill which will mean we don’t have to plough but could sow 
straight into the stubble. Part of the harvest we put aside each year to use 
as the next year’s seed, so we have been drying, cleaning and bagging this.  
Some of the spelt we combined in August has gone straight back into the 
ground this early October. We have also kept some oats and beans for next 
spring. Before deciding what to keep we have a sample sent away to test 
it, checking its germination viability and that it is clear of various diseases 
that we have to watch out for.   

AONB Partnership News                            Catherine Grey                                         
A Northumberland project has won a top category at the prestigious UK 
Heritage Awards. The ‘Accessing Aidan’ project, with its newly opened 
crypt at St Aidan’s Church in Bamburgh, won the ‘Hidden Gem’ category at 
the awards, which celebrate the best historic houses, gardens, museums 
and sites around the UK. 
E-mail:  catherine.gray@northumberland.gov.uk 
Website: www.northumberlandcoastaonb.org 
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Embleton Quarry                                           October 2020 
Embleton’s latest residents, Suzie (left) and Tanzie (right) have arrived in 
the quarry. These two Exmoor ponies will be undertaking conservation 

grazing in the quarry over 
the winter months. Their 
arrival was preceded by a 
flurry of activity by our 
volunteers which included 
the removal of ragwort 
and the diversion and 
creation of footpaths 
following the installation 

of the fencing by a contractor. In the Spring the ponies will move to the 
field to the south of the playpark , once the fencing has been repaired and 
the water supply re-connected. 
We continue to be supported by Coast Care in the trimming of brambles 
and gorse and the cutting of the grass to encourage the growth of 
wildflowers next year.  
We have also cleaned out and 
repaired the sump, which 
drains the pond via an 
underground pipe to a 
manhole on Sea Lane. This 
involved the moving of a cubic 
metre of concrete across the 
pond by boat, with a team of 
volunteers on both sides of the 
water. 
Work is ongoing on preparing a film of the quarry which will show its 
history and transformation to a nature reserve. Whilst we have quite a lot 
of material it could be that lurking in drawers or backs of cupboards there 
are pictures and other documents relating to the quarry from 1864 to the 
present day. If you have anything that you would be willing to either 
donate or let us copy please contact Terry Howells on 576618 
or tjmoothall@gmail.com. 
 

about:blank
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Parish Council Notes                                   Aug/Sept 2020 
The PC continues to meet remotely via Zoom and any non-urgent matters 
may be deferred until a later date. 
To fill the outstanding vacancies two new Councillors were co-opted at the 
September meeting, Karen Greenhoff and James Robertson, and we look 
forward to them taking office from October. 
The Chairman and Deputy Chairman attended a meeting with our MP Anne 
-Marie Trevelyan, County Councillor Wendy Pattison and representatives 
from other local Parish Councils. Items discussed were the poor mobile 
phone signal in some locations, small business rates and holiday homes and 
the issues arising from the influx of tourists post lockdown.  
Issues with parking on both Sea Lane and at Dunstan Steads have been 
discussed which resulted in the placement of some cones in both locations. 
This is a temporary solution, and the PC will be working with both NCC and 
other local Parish Councils to try and find a permanent solution for this 
stretch of coastline. A reply from the National Trust has been received re 
the issue of illegal camping on the beach; they will increase their presence 
once staff have returned from being furloughed and, if necessary, will 
involve the Police.  
Repairs to some items of equipment in the playpark have been carried out 
with new seats for the swings and shackles for the nest swing fitted. 
Further minor repairs have been identified and are being progressed. We 
are grateful to Mark Bridgeman for supplying the new chippings to put 
under the equipment. 
No further updates on the timetable for the provision of speed indicators 
at Christon Bank or the traffic management plan for Embleton have been 
received from NCC. The Local Transport Priorities for 2021/2022 were 
agreed as double yellow lines at Dunstan Steads and at the corner by the 
Dunstanburgh Castle Hotel and the creation of a footpath on the B1339 
between Creighton Place and the public footpath across the field. 
Following discussions on the issue of business rates and holiday homes the 
PC agreed to repeat last year’s request for a donation from the owners 
towards the upkeep of the Parish. 
The renovation of Gatehouse Cottage(formerly Cemetery House) is 
virtually complete and the house is awaiting NCC accreditation before it 
can be advertised on the Homefinder website.  
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Remit of the Parish Council           
Why doesn’t the Parish Council do something about it? 
How often have we heard this question asked about a whole range of 
issues? 
Parish Councils are part of the local government structure in the UK. 
Embleton Parish Council (PC) consists of 10 Councillors who all give their 
time and energy for free. Its role is to represent the diverse interests of, 
and to provide a focal point for, the community. It fulfils this role in a 
number of different ways: 
1: The PC has powers to maintain local open spaces, play areas, signage, 
litter bins, communal seats and benches, bus shelters, war memorial and 
the local cemetery. 
2: The PC owns various parcels of land and property and is expected to use 
these for the general good of the community. Recent examples of this are 
Spitalford Cemetery House (now renamed Gatehouse Cottage) which has 
been redeveloped into an affordable home available for rent and Embleton 
Quarry, which was gifted to the Parish by Northumberland County Council 
(NCC) in 2017, being regenerated as a nature reserve and recreational area 
for the community.  
3: The PC can identify and support events or projects that will improve 
aspects of local life within the Parish and can also make charitable 
donations to local groups. Local events supported by the PC include the 
Christmas tree and lights for both Embleton and Christon Bank and the 
Embleton bonfire and firework display (sadly cancelled this year). 
4: Additionally, the PC is asked to comment on planning applications within 
the Parish. The PC discusses each application and then votes on whether 
to support, object or remain neutral, frequently adding the reasons for its 
response. The PC can provide planners with a uniquely local perspective on 
any application but ultimately all planning decisions are made by NCC.  
Recently however local communities have been encouraged to have more 
say in how they want their local area to develop, by preparing a 
Neighbourhood Plan. The PC has gone through the full consultation 
process with its community and completed its Neighbourhood Plan which 
it is hoped will be ratified in a local referendum in 2021. This will then give 
more weight to local views. 
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5: The PC can report traffic issues affecting the Parish (e.g. parking 
problems during Covid-19) and can request temporary traffic measures 
where there is a clear danger or inconvenience to residents or access issues 
for the emergency services and other critical vehicles. 
6: Finally, an essential power the PC holds is to raise funds by means of a   
precept from residents to pay for the local facilities and services it 
oversees. The precept is collected on behalf of the PC by NCC as part of the 
Council Tax. 

So, what can’t Parish Councils do? 
Although Parish Councils contribute a great deal to their local community, 
there are several areas that fall beyond their powers.  
Firstly, they do not have the power to uphold the law of the land and any 
issues that concern the breaking of the law must always be referred directly 
to the Police. 
Secondly, some of the issues brought to the attention of the PC can only 
be solved at either county level or by a change in national legislation. Here 
the PC will feed information from the local community up the chain, 
alerting the relevant authorities. Whilst this can be frustrating for residents 
and councillors alike, these are often key services, with diverse 
stakeholders who must all be consulted about any proposed changes 
before action is taken.  
A recent example of this has been the chaos that many residents 
experienced after the easing of lockdown in July 2020, when an 
overwhelming influx of visitors highlighted issues with traffic, parking and 
facilities. To provide a permanent solution will require a change in the 
infrastructure which is a complex issue with much legislation and many 
different points of view, and as such the PC does not have the power to act 
alone. The PC is therefore working with NCC, to ensure that all local 
stakeholders such as residents, landowners, businesses and adjacent 
Parishes have their say in agreeing a coherent solution that will help our 
community deal with the problems in the future. 
We do hope that this has clarified the role and responsibilities of your 
Parish Council. 
If you have any comments or concerns, please contact the Parish Clerk on 

07725137911 or email us on embletonpc@hotmail.co.uk 

about:blank
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Nature Notes – August/September             Peter Brown                                                              
What dramatic months! August and September saw extremes of weather, 

an unpredictable mix of the balmy sunny days of a stunning Indian 

Summer, high winds and storms, hours of continuous heavy rain, rough 

seas, and breathless, still early Autumn days made golden and red by the 

changing hues of the trees. Record numbers of cars in the village and down 

to the beach and numerous families 

spread along the sands gave way to a 

few hardy surfers and wind-swept 

dog walkers. The house martins all 

seemed to have left by 19th 

September while swallows were 

amassing in great numbers as late as 

the end of September to begin their 

epic journey South. A rare group of visitors was spotted by keen twitchers 

near Newton church – four tiny yellow-browed warblers having a pit-stop 

on the way from Siberia to Africa. That is a mind-boggling thought when 

you realise that the warbler weighs a mere seven grams (that’s a quarter 

of an ounce to many of us!). A few days later: Me, knowingly, to 

birdwatcher at the same place: I’m sorry - you’ve missed the yellow-

browed warblers [never having heard of them before]. 

Birdwatcher, cockily: That’s OK - they are increasingly common now; every 

sycamore up the coast has one. 

Me: deflated, thinks: I’ll shut up in future!  

Not as rare but still a most unusual 

sighting was a kingfisher at the Skaith 

on August 27th (Priscilla). These 

beautiful colourful birds are more 

usually seen on inland streams and 

rivers. Sadly, the Long Nanny terns 

were in the national news when it was 

announced that no arctic tern chicks 

fledged this year (four hundred last year) due to summer storms and the 

This Photo by Unknown Author is 
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difficulty of covering the watch during lockdown. There were also 

extremely high tides in June which washed away half the nests and the 

National Trust suspects rats, stoats and even loose dogs to have added to 

the tragedy. This is the first time in forty years there have been no chicks 

for this bird which holds the record for the longest migration route.  

More bad news for our native species is the increasing number of sightings 

of grey squirrels in the area, threatening our rare and indigenous reds. 

Please report all sightings to Red Squirrels Northern England (RSNE), the 

local group which is managed by the Northumberland Wildlife Trust. They 

don’t seem to tell you what they do with the greys, but I am told that they 

do appear on menus in some restaurants… 

So, turkeys are being put on diets because people are planning smaller 

gatherings at Christmas, masks are the new norm, keeping apart is here to 

stay for a while, curfews are likely BUT curlews thrive, the weather is set 

fair, the woods and beaches remain a haven and sanctuary for us all. Make 

the most of our beautiful part of the world in these strange times. Be alert 

– and keep reporting! 

Embleton Bonfire and Fireworks Display 
Due to the current Covid-19 restrictions and government advice Embleton 

Parish Council have reluctantly taken the 
decision to cancel this year's bonfire and 
fireworks display. 
Please do not leave any rubbish at the site but 
dispose of it in the correct manner. 
If you are holding your own event, please 
inform your neighbours so that all pets can be 
bought indoors and please check the bonfire 

for hedgehogs and other wild creatures before lighting it.  
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County Councillor Wendy Pattison’s report  
E-mail: wendy.pattison@northumberland.gov.uk  
Tel. 01665 579137 – 07979 067321 – 077799 83072 

Facebook – Cllr Wendy Pattison 
 
EMBLETON PARISH 
9 Parishes Meeting - A meeting with MP Anne Marie Trevelyan took place 
on Friday, September 11th at Brownieside. Items discussed included: 
- Lack of a mobile phone signal at Craster and surrounding area - Anne 
Marie was surprised that this issue had not already been addressed and 
promised to look into this further. 
- Holiday Lets and Small Business Rate relief - If your own a property in 
England and it is available to let for short periods that total 140 days or 
more per year, it will be rated as a self-catering property and valued for 
business rates. The Valuation Office works out the rateable value of the 
property. If you only let out one property and the rateable value is less than 
£15,000, you may be eligible to claim small business rate relief. This means 
that you may not have to pay any Business Rates or Council Tax!  
Parish Councillors and residents have expressed concern that this situation 
is unfair to local residents mainly because the property owner is not paying 
anything towards local facilities and services. Anne Marie will look into the 
concerns arising from this. 
 - Longhoughton Division Coastal Summit - I expressed my concern about 
our coastal villages being completely overwhelmed by visitors during the 
summer and the ongoing and problematic parking issues. A Coastal Summit 
will be held shortly and our MP IS keen to be involved. Northumbria Police 
have also expressed interest in joining the summit.  
Alnwick Library - Select and Collect Service                                                  
I have provided a link below which gives further details about the above 
provision which I hope you will find helpful: 
https://northumberland.spydus.co.uk/cgi-
bin/spydus.exe/MSGTRN/WPAC/HOME 
Library members cannot access unlimited browsing 'on spec' so please 
contact the relevant library in advance to arrange a convenient time. 
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Northumberland’s Local Testing Centre - The County’s first Local Covid-
19 Testing Centres are to open in Ashington and Blyth.  
The Centres, at the People’s Park car park in Ashington (NE63 8HP) and 
the Marine Terrace car park in Blyth (NE24 2LL)  form part of the 
Government’s UK-wide drive to improve the accessibility of coronavirus 
testing for communities. Appointment slots must be booked online via: 
nhs.uk/coronavirus View all news 
Covid:  Informal Chidcare: Restrictions on the North East did at first 
prevent "informal childcare" arrangements where grandparents or other 
non-household members help out with looking after children outwith a 
formal childcare setting. An exemption has now been agreed to allow for 
the informal care of under-14s and vulnerable adults. 
Face Coverings: The Prime Minister has announced that face coverings will 
now be compulsory for passengers in taxis and private hire vehicles, and 
for customers in restaurants and bars until you are seated at your table. 
Staff in retail and hospitality settings will also now be required to wear a 
face covering. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

                   Planning Applications 
The Parish Council would like to make sure that all parishioners are 

aware of current planning applications in the Parish so that they are able 

to review and comment on them. For a list of current planning 

applications please visit www.northumberlandparishes.uk/embleton OR the 

Embleton Parish Council Facebook page 

www.facebook.com/embletonparishcouncil/  

These lists are updated weekly, and all planning applications are 

discussed at the monthly Parish Council meetings. 
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Dunstanburgh Castle and the Arthurian Myth 
James Rose 

The first time I saw Dunstanburgh Castle surrounded by winter floods, its 
jagged silhouette standing like an island against the grey North Sea, I 
wondered whether it might have been originally designed for dramatic 
effect, imposing and impregnable. Archaeologists and historians have long 
puzzled over the contrast between the castle’s magnificence and its 
relative lack of strategic importance but confirmation that the flooded 
areas were once medieval meres (lakes) indicates that the castle and the 
surrounding landscape were indeed created by Thomas of Lancaster for 
visual effect as well as defence and possibly to recreate the Isle of Avalon 
of Arthurian myth. 

In the 14th century, when the castle was built, King Arthur and Camelot 
were immensely popular. The Isle of Avalon first appeared in Geoffrey of 
Monmouth’s 1136 History of the Kings of Britain as a refuge for Arthur. 
Geoffrey’s fanciful foundation myths were expanded by Chretien de Troyes 
and other French poets. As an Anglo-Norman, Thomas will have been able 
to read this literature. Later, he used the pseudonym of King Arthur when 
treasonously corresponding with a Scottish nobleman. 
The constant theme against which our castle was created was the rivalry 
between Thomas and his cousin Edward II. Like competing billionaire 
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oligarchs with their ever larger and more expensive superyachts, medieval 
nobleman used their castles as symbols of their wealth and power. Thomas 
started building Dunstanburgh soon after killing Piers Gaveston, the King’s 
lover in 1312, not only as an impregnable ‘bolt hole’, to which he later tried 
unsuccessfully to flee, but also as a deliberate rival to the king’s castle at 
Bamburgh. The sites are similar, both being whin sill outcrops. However, 
Bamburgh had the advantage of having been the seat of the Anglian royal 
house of Northumbria. Dunstanburgh, nevertheless, also has prehistoric 
links: the remains of a promontory fort are still visible and Iron Age pottery 
and a sword hilt have been found inside the walls. The name Dunstanburgh 
does not appear until Thomas built the castle. By adding the suffix burh, 
which indicates an old fortification, to the old Anglo-Saxon name of 
Dunstan, Thomas appears to claim ancient ancestry for the site of his castle 
making it a rival to Bamburgh. If he could link the appearance of his castle 
to Arthur, then he could claim a relationship to an even older royal house.  
From his father, Edmund Crouchback, Thomas had inherited Kenilworth 
Castle, which in those days was surrounded by very large bodies of water, 
the meres, that served to defend it, as they had done in the siege of 1266. 
Thomas must have seen that by incorporating meres into his design for 
Dunstanburgh, he would increase its already dramatic setting by making it 
look like an island, reproducing the appearance of the Isle of Avalon. 
Northumbria has a long traditional association with Arthur: the first of 
Arthur’s twelve battles mentioned by Nennius was at the mouth of the 
river Glen; Bamburgh is believed to be Lancelot’s Castle of Joyous Gard; 
Arthur and his knights are said to sleep beneath Crag Lough. Could Thomas 
have surmised that his castle with its pre-Anglo-Saxon remains was the site 
of Arthur’s court? A late 12th century poem The Fair Unknown by Renaut 
de Beaujeu had suggested that Arthur’s court was in the Isle of Avalon. 
While it is not unknown for rich and powerful men to build realizations of 
their fantasies, Ludwig II of Bavaria’s Neuschwanstein comes to mind, 
Thomas of Lancaster’s Dunstanburgh was also built with the serious 
purpose of defence. In fact, the castle acquitted itself well during the Wars 
of the Roses until it fell to the new technology of cannon fire, which it was 
not designed to resist.  
As a combination of solid medieval defence married to myth and legend 
Dunstanburgh Castle remains unsurpassed.  
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Useful Telephone Numbers 

Emergencies - Police, Fire, Ambulance, Coastguard 999 

Police (non-emergency) 101 

Childline 0800 1111                                                     

Crime stoppers 0800 555 111                                        

NHS non-emergency care 111 

Northumberland C. C. County Hall 0345 600 6400 

NCC Councillor for Longhoughton Ward – Wendy 
Pattison 

07779 983072 

 
Village Halls    Nov/Dec                              Shelagh Coxon                                                     
The village halls at Craster, Embleton and Rennington remain closed due to 
Covid restrictions and local lockdown measures. 
Due to the ongoing restrictions and possible limitations on numbers 
allowed if we can re-open there will be no Christmas Bingos this year at any 
of our local halls. 

Creighton Hall   
If you would like to contact the leader of a user group their contact details 
are shown below: 
Carpet Bowls:    Bill Macdonald  01665 600830 
Line dancing:    Elizabeth Henderson 01665 579154 
Flower Club:    Shelagh Coxon            01665 576791 
Pilates:                Traci Robertson            07415254647 
Badminton:        Bob Greenley                07834262911 

 
Orange Box North East is coming to Alnwick! 
This is a not-for-profit organisation that collects good quality but unwanted 
furniture and household goods and sells them on to families and individuals 
on low incomes.  
The new depot, in Wagonway Road, behind Barter Books is scheduled for 
opening in mid-November, and there will be  opportunities for both 
volunteer and paid jobs. 
More information at www.orangeboxnortheast.org 
 

about:blank
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Kidz Page Answers  
DINGBATS: 1. Once in a blue moon 2. Can’t spell for toffee 3. Once upon a 
time 4. Banana Split 5. Unfinished symphony 6. Fowl (Foul) language 
                           a.   a meringue-utan  
                           b.    to a retailer 
WORDMATCH: overflow: package: perform: comedies: amuse: washer  
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Margaret & Michael would like to welcome you to 

The Blink Bonny At Christon Bank, Alnwick 

Tel:01665 576595 
(dog friendly) 

Check out our monthly fun quiz - £1 entry per person.  

All proceeds go to Charity 

 

 
 
A comprehensive solution to the care of your holiday-let.  

We take the strain and give you peace of mind. 
To see our range of services go to: 

www.secondhomefromhome.co.uk 
 Get in touch on info@secondhomefromhome.co.uk  

or phone 01665 571 275 
Jane and Jude would love to hear from you! 
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DAVIDSONS DAIRY LTD 
01665 602599

FRESH MILK IN GLASS BOTTLES 
DELIVERED DIRECT TO YOUR DOOR.

WE ALSO DELIVER BUTTER, CREAM
YOGHURTS, CHEESE, BREAD AND EGGS.

VISIT OUR WEBSITE, E-MAIL OR CALL US DIRECT FOR A QUOTE
WWW.DAVIDSONSDAIRY.CO.UK

ROGER@DAVIDSONSDAIRY.CO.UK

PARAISO HAIR AND BEAUTY 
North Farm – Embleton 

 
Get in touch to enjoy our unisex salon and beauty room with 
breath taking sea views. Open to the public with plenty of on-site 
parking. 
 

        Call: Kirsty, for Beauty        Alison, for hair  
        07792292645                             07802426808 

                            Or visit our Facebook page: 

 

Paraiso Hair and Beauty at North Farm Cottages 
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THE GREYS INN 
Embleton 

At the heart of the community 

 Lunchtime, evening and special menus. Decking and Sun Terrace 

                Selection of pub meals every day 
  Takeaways (including real ale from the pump) available.  Pizzas a favourite. 

Live sport on TV 
Quiz nights last Friday of every month 

Fine ales, good homely food & a warm, friendly atmosphere.  

The Good Beer Guide 2020.                     Open Daily  
01665 576983 for dining room bookings 

 

 


